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correction factor Eq. (3.3.1)
frozen fraction of PCM
fraction of PCM that is frozen in a radial plane
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average frozen fraction averaged over axial
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latent heat of fusion of water
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k conductivity
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1m \e )
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(3.5.2)
k conductivity obtained from Lichteneker geometri-
ge° cal model Eq. (3.5.3)
k conductivity obtained from empirical model Eq.
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(3.5.5)
1 traveled distance of air bubble in capillary
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pf performance factor Eq. (3.4.5)
P power
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of a certain volume
Q energy density Eq. (3.4.6)
r radius of solid-liquid interface. See Fig. 3.2.1
and Fig. 5.2.2
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xvi
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table property obtained from table
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Lindemann, Dieter. M.S.M.E., Purdue University. August
1987. Experimental and theoretical studies on design cal-
culations for latent heat storage. Major Professor: Prof.
W. Leidenfrost, School of Mechanical Engineering.
Research was conducted to obtain design data of latent
heat-of-fusion thermal energy storage (LHTES) devices. The
devices studied utilize a porous medium (PM) to increase
the effective conductivity of the storage system. Therefore
the melting and freezing process is accelerated. Metal
shavings and metal spheres were used as porous media and
water as the phase change medium (PCM).
A simple experimental method to measure the conduc-
tivity of a water-metal mixture or ice-metal mixture was
applied to obtain conductivity data. These measurements
can be considered fairly accurate because measured conduc-
tivity of pure water and of pure ice agreed very well with
those of accepted tables. The comparison of the measured
conductivity for porous media with values obtained from
several formulas from the literature showed that no formula
predicts the conductivity with an acceptable accuracy.
xviii
Evaluation of defined quality values for LHTES showed
that metal shavings can enhance significantly the storage
performance.
As a practical application, calculation methods for
LHTES systems were introduced and applied in a simulation
program for residential space heating with energy storage.
The simulation showed that metal shavings can help to save
about 25% of the annual heating costs when compared with a
LHTES system with pure water.
CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
In the long run, due to the limited amount of fossil
fuels, we must depend on inexhaustible energy sources which
require energy storage. Thermal energy storage is one pos-
sibility which can be achieved in form of sensible heat
storage or latent heat storage. Solid-liquid phase change
is a form of latent heat storage. However its disadvantage
is slow energy flow into and out of the storage system.
This thesis investigates latent heat storage and how water
saturated with metal shavings can be used as the porous
medium to enhance the energy flow. This is because the high
conductivity of the metal can also increase the conduc-
tivity of the water-metal mixture.
1.1 Exhaustible and Inexhaustible Energy Sources
Exhaustible sources are coal, oil, and gas which are
in limited supply. The inexhaustible sources are, on the
other hand, continuously renewable. The earth^ s biosphere
receives energy naturally from three main sources:
- intercepted solar radiation
- thermal energy from the earth' s interior (produced
largely by the decay of radioactive matter in the
earth's crust)
- tidal energy




- ocean thermal energy
- biogas
- wood
Fig. 1.1 shows how these sources can be used for space
heating.
In early history men used almost exclusively inex-
haustible energy. In this way, ships were propelled by
wind, wagons by animals, and the houses were heated by
wood, turf, or manure. Later, wind and water energy
were applied for driving machines. In the beginning of the
industrial revolution exhaustible energy usage began with
the invention of the steam-engine powered by coal.
Today we can already estimate the time when all
exhaustible energy will be depleted. This is
illustrated in [2] and shows that there will be no more
U.S. production of petroleum liquids in about the year
2060; therefore, we must now return to the use of inexhaus-
tible energy sources applying modern standards of
engineering knowledge.
Exhaustible energy needs no special consideration for
its storage because we find this energy already in a stored
form. On the other hand, inexhaustible energy does need
special considerations for its storage due to the fact
that inexhaustible energy sources do not have a steady
energy output. A time dependent energy resource can only be
collected during a specific time frame. Our energy needs
are widly varied and also time dependent but this depen-
dance need not correspond directly to the collection time
and therefore energy storage is required.
1.2 Possibilities of Energy Storage
Often energy has to be converted several times until
it is finally used, and hence, there are many possibili-
ties for energy storage. Let us consider the example of
popcorn production from hydropower (Fig 1.2). In this
example the energy can be stored in a reservoir, a bat-
tery, or in thermal storage, or the product (here: pop-
corn) can also be stored. It is our work to determine what
the most economical storage possibility is. In this case,
for someone who likes fresh popcorn, as opposed to someone
who prefers stored popcorn , the choice is obvious when
storage losses are considered. In situations where it is
not so obvious what the most economical storage possi-
bility is, we must know more about the characteristic of a
specific storage type. This thesis is concerned with the
different possibilities for thermal energy storage.
1.3 Thermal Energy Storage
The major characteristics of a thermal energy storage
are :
- storage energy density
- temperature range over which heat is added or removed
- temperature difference associated with addition or
removal of heat
- temperature stratification in the storage unit
- power requirements for addition or removal of heat
- amount of losses from the storage system
- cyclic durability of the storage
The storage must be connected to other components of the
energy system. For this interaction between components,
factors must be considered as follows:
- period of time for which energy is stored or rate of
energy losses
- transportability of stored energy
Heat may be stored by means of sensible heat or latent heat
in a material. Sensible heat requires a temperature
change; whereas latent heat requires a phase change or
chemical reaction. The match between the energy source
and the task, or load, is an important criterion in the
selection of storage size and type. If large excursions
in storage temperature are permitted, sensible-heat
storage may be used. If in contrast delivery to load must
be in a narrow temperature range, isothermal phase-change
storage using latent heat may be required. The type,
size, and cost of a heat exchanger associated with the
storage are closely related to storage thermal proper-
ties. For example, a relatively small heat exchanger can
be used if a high-temperature storage supplies a low-
temperature demand. If the storage temperature is only
slightly higher than the temperature demand, a large expen-
sive heat exchanger will be required. If furthermore the
energy is stored below the temperature of the demand
system, a heat pump and hence even additional power is
needed.
1.4 Sensible Heat Storage
The best sensible heat storage materials have





- low chemical activity
Sensible heat can be stored in liquids or in solids.
1.4.1 Sensible Heat Storage in Liquids
Water is the most common medium for storing sensible
heat for the use with low- and medium-temperature systems.
Water is cheap and abundant and has a number of particu-
larly desirable properties. The storage of water at tem-
peratures above its normal boiling point requires expensive
pressure vessels and is rarely cost-effective. Without a
pressure vessel other liquids can be used for thermal
storage above 100 C. Examples are Butanol, Octane, and
Isopropanol with boiling points at 118 C, 126 C, and
148 C respectively. Unfortunately these liquids have
lower density and specific heat with higher inflamma-
bility and viscosity than water.
1.4.2 Sensible Heat Storage in Solids
For some applications sensible-heat storage in solids
is advantageous. Hot air, for example, is often stored in
storage beds formed from solid particles like river rocks.
The storage bed acts thereby as both a storage
medium and heat exchanger. Storage in beds has desirable
thermal stratification capability arising from the
poor particle-to-particle thermal contact in a bed of rock
storage. It is rarely economical to use a single
large mass of a solid material for sensible-heat storage
because a large mass has a very low surface-to-volume
ratio, and hence the heat transfer from and to the storage
is too small.
1 • 5 Latent-Heat Storage
Latent heat exchange can occur as solid-solid, solid-
liquid, and liquid-gas phase change. Phase changes involv-
ing gases should generally be avoided since the large
volume of gas precludes compact storage.
Solid-solid phase change usually involves hydration
and dehydration. Na2SO, 10H20 (Glauber's salt) was the
earliest phase-change storage material to be studied
experimentally for house heating applications. At a tem-
perature below 32 C, the hydration point, the anhydrate
becomes hydrate and crystalline with the evolution of heat.
When the hydrate is heated above 32 C the crystal dis-
solves in the water and absorbs heat with a heat of
fusion of 241 kJ/kg (compare with heat of fusion of water
of 333 kJ/kg). The problem with salt hydrates is that
the fusion temperature does not remain at the same tem-
perature over several cycles. The cycle is not durable.
After many cycles, the rehydration reaction requires
progressively more subcooling to reach completion, thereby
canceling the beneficial effects of isothermal phase
change.
Solid-liquid phase change materials should have simi-
lar properties as those mentioned for sensible-heat storage
materials above. In addition characteristics as follows
should be present:
- high latent heat
- an appropriate and well-defined melting point
- high thermal conductivity
- good repeatability of the freeze-thaw temperature
- low costs
- low coefficient of thermal expansion
- negligible phase change expansion
If the material has not the last two mentioned characteris-
tics, special care has to be taken for the design of the
storage tank. Solid-liquid phase change materials generally
have low conductivity especially in the liquid phase.
As a result, energy flow into and out of storage is slow.
This is also true for water. However, metal shavings in
the water help to increase the conductivity of the storage
medium because of the high conductivity of the metal. The
storage system nearly keeps its energy density because the
metal shavings have a high porosity which means that the
volume of the phase change material nearly stays the same.
1.6 Objectives and Strategy of the Study
Objectives and strategy are structured into four parts
and are:
1. to find a method to determine the conductivity of a
porous medium represented by metal shavings saturated
with water or ice, respectivly.
In this work a method is used for the first time
where conductivities of porous media with water are
measured by observing the water displacement due to
freezing and melting. This measurement technique which
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observes the integral effect of the phase change
requires only to measure or to specify the temperature
of the wall of the container in which the phase change
occurs.
2. to define and find quality criteria (Chap. 3,4) for
these porous media and conclude media with high
performance.
From basic equations quality criteria are deter-
mined which show the capability of a medium to store
energy and yield the energy density. With knowledge of
the conductivity these quality values can be calcu-
lated. From comparisons a porous media material of
high performance can be found.
3. to report about calculation methods for design of
actual latent heat-of-fusion thermal energy storage
(LHTES) systems.
In practical applications mostly tube-in-shell
heat exchangers are used. Equations will be given for
a single tube as well as tube banks.
4. to show the effects of a storage system with dif-
ferent shavings in residential space heating applica-
tion on the annual energy costs
A computer simulation of a solar heated house
11
with a LHTES unit is used to show how different
storage media can influence the annual heating costs.
1.7 Background
Investigations with heat pumps which use coils in the
soil as the heat source have shown that during the winter
ice is formed around the coils. This ice is formed in the
soil saturated with water because the coolant temperature
o
is below 0 C. Low temperatures are necessary in order to
achieve a high temperature gradient required to meet the
energy demand. However, the frozen soil has to thaw during
the summer, and problems arise when the summer is too short
to thaw the soil. It has been proposed to use the ice
built up by a heat pump in the winter for air conditioning
in the summer. In this way the melting process would be
completed in a shorter time and in addition surplus summer
heat would be stored for heating in the winter. The melt-
ing process can be enhanced furthermore by using materials
of higher conductivity than soil, like water and metal
shavings as discussed above.
Many studies have been undertaken to investigate the
behavior of the solid-liquid phase change of water.
Herrmann (1982) [3] and White (1984) [4] worked on 'Melt-
ing and Freezing of Water around a Horizontal,
Isothermal Cylinder', representing one type of a tube-in-
12
shell heat exchanger. Weaver (1985) [5] studied 'Solid-
Liquid Phase Change Heat Transfer in Porous Media'. He
worked with aluminum and glass beads in water. From his
work there exists a cylindrical test cell and a program to
calculate the freezing and melting process in the test
cell. Both of these were used in the current research
efforts. From the literature he reviewed he found five
formulas which use different models to calculate the con-
ductivity of a porous medium. Weaver found that these
formulas give satisfying results for a porous medium con-
sisting of water and glass but not for a porous medium
with highly different thermal conductivities like aluminum
and water.
13
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Figure 1.2 Example of popcorn production from hydro-
power used to demonstrate the many existing
storage possibilities for energy on the way
from the source to its final use.
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CHAPTER 2 - EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
The first objective of this thesis is to measure con-
ductivities of porous media represented by metal shavings
saturated with water or ice, respectively. The conductivi-
ties are measured by applying a melting and freezing pro-
cess. This measurement method is unusual; nevertheless it
is most similar to the melting and freezing in LHTES. The
measurement techniques can be characterized like any other
of the methods introduced in the next chapter.
2.1 Conductivity Measurement Methods
Experimental study of the thermal conductivity was
started in the eighteenth century. Since that time various
methods have been suggested for different ranges of tem-
perature and for various classes of materials having dif-
ferent ranges of thermal conductivity values. Accordingly
no method exists that would have optimum performance of
conductivity measurements. Methods for the measurement of
thermal conductivity fall into several categories:
In the steady-state method of measurement, the test
material is subjected to a steady temperature profile. The
16
thermal conductivity is determined directly by measuring
the rate of heat flow per unit area and the temperature
gradient.
In the nonsteady-state method, the temperature distri-
bution varies with time, and hence, the unsteady term in
1 7\
the heat equation, — r—, is involved. With knowledge of
density and specific heat the conductivity can be obtained
from the diffusivity a. The nonsteady-state methods are
further subdivided into peri odic and transient heat flow
methods.
The heat flow has to be controlled in a prescribed
direction such that the actual boundary conditions agree
with those assumed in the experiment. There are two possi-
ble directions; and hence methods can further be subdivided
into longitudinal and radial heat flow methods.
There are two ways to obtain the rate of heat flow.
In an absolute method, the rate of heat flow into a speci-
men is directly determined, usually by measuring the
electrical power input to a heater. In order to distin-
guish between actual conducted heat and heat loss, the heat
flow out of the specimen has to be measured. In a
comparative method, the rate of heat flow is usually calcu-
lated from the temperature gradient over a reference sample
of known conductivity, which is placed in series with the
specimen and in which hopefully the same heat flow occurs.
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All methods are based on an experiment which can be
modeled and mathematically described with high accuracy.
An advantage is to have conditions in the experiment as
they will occur in the application because additional
errors resulting, for instance, from temperature dependence
of the conductivity can be avoided. [6]
2.2 Experimental Set-up
The experimental set-up is used to measure conductivi-
ties of porous media saturated with water respectively ice.
It consists of the following three major components intro-
duced below: the test cell with heat exchanger, a constant
temperature bath (CTB), and equipment used to observe the
experiment. The integral effect of freezing and melting is
observed by water displacement due to phase change expan-
sion and contraction.
The test cell, designed by Weaver, represents the
model of a cylinder with an assumed adiabatic top surface
and bottom and has uniform temperature on the circumfer-
ence. The test cell is described in detail by Weaver in
[5] and shown in Fig. 2.2.1. The capsule consists of a
brass cylinder (158.8 mm long, 73.0 mm ID) which is capped
on both ends by discs. They are pressed on the cylinder by
five threaded rods and are made of acrylic plastic which
has a low thermal conductivity (0.195 W/raK) which helps
18
reducing heat losses at the ends. Two joints are placed in
the top cap to enable water flow in and out of the test
section due to phase change expansion. Excess water leaves
the enclosure through the joint in the center when the
phase change material (PCM) freezes with inward interface
motion. This water reenters through the joint near the wall
when the PCM melts due to a wall temperature above freezing
point.
The counter flow heat exchanger consists of copper
tubes wrapped and soldered around the outside of the brass
cylinder which gives a uniform wall temperature. The test
cell is insulated with Styrofoam fitted around the heat
exchanger and the bottom cap. The top cap is insulated by a
piece of black insulation foam, which can easily be removed
for observations of the phase change process. Most impor-
tant is the insulation of the caps for the approximation of
the theoretical model which assumes an adiabatic top cap
and bottom. The additional insulation around the heat
exchanger helps to avoid unnecessary heat losses.
To supply the heat exchanger with cold or hot heat
exchanger fluid, a cons tant temperature bath (CTB)
Brinkmann-Lauda, RC 203 and another CTB Haake A82 were
used. The CTB circulates, with an internal pump, a water
ethanol mixture consisting of 50% water and 50% ethanol
through the heat exchanger.
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Fig, 2.2,2 - 2,2,5 show the experimental set-up inclu-
ding the measuring instruments, The main water displa-
cement, due to phase change expansion and contraction, can
be measured in the burette. During the process of freezing
water moves from the opening at the center of the cell,
through the capillary and into the burette. Similarly
during melting water flows from the burette, through the
capillary and into the test cell at the opening closest to
the wall. The burette allows a reading error of 0.2 ccm.
Smaller volume changes can be determined by observing the
migration of an air bubble in the capillary. The air bubble
is injected into the capillary with a syringe which can be
stabbed through a septum. The septum is made from soft rub-
ber and seals the puncture water-tightly after the syringe
is removed. A septum is installed on either end of the
capillary. The two septa on either end make sure that the
air bubble can be moved to every location within the capil-
lary by adding or removing distilled water with the
syringe. The capillary has an inner diameter D of about
1.5 mm. The volume change V can be determined from the
1 2
traveled distance 1 of the air bubble by V = — ft D 1
The wall temperature can be measured with five copper-
constantan thermocouples placed on the outside of the brass
cylinder.
In addition to the observations made with the burette
and the capillary, direct visual observations are also
20
possible by looking through the transparent top cap of the
test cell. When these visual observations indicate that
the ice-water interface reached the center of the test
cell, this fact is also indicated by a sudden change of the
voltage of the thermocouples located at the center of the
test cell. These observations are used to control and to
verify the displacement measurements. Measurements of the
temperature distribution in the test section are made by
copper-constantan thermocouples arranged in four rakes with
five thermocouples each. Radial and axial position of the
rakes are shown in Fig. 2.2.1, position four and five. The
thermocouples are connected with a digital thermometer
which has a reading error of 0.1 C.
2•3 Conductivity Measurements with the Test Cell
The test cell is used to perform experiments which can
serve to measure conductivities for solid and liquid porous
media. From PCM-freezing the conductivity of the solid
porous medium (that means porous material with ice in the
pores) can be determined. The wall temperature and the
freezing time have to be recorded. This method (compare





method* The temperature distribution in the solid phase
varies with time when heat is removed, and the solid-liquid
interface moves inward. Liquid porous medium is still
present in the center of the test section until the end of
the freezing process. The heat flows radially outward
through the solid porous medium, and the absolute amount of
heat is directly dependent on the frozen mass and on the
latent heat; hence measurements of power input are not
necessary although the method is direct and not compara-
tive.
From PCM-melting the conductivity of the liquid porous
medium (that means porous material with water in the pores)
can be determined. The wall temperature and the melting
time have to be recorded. The procedure is basically the
same as described for PCM-freezing.
2.4 Standard Test Procedure
In preparing for an experiment, the test cell was fil-
led with the respective porous medium. Moreover distilled
water had to be degasified by boiling for approximately
fifteen minutes and then cooled to the fusion temperature
while under vacuum. This insured that the phase change
process was not influenced by impurities from air bubbles
in the test section. The water was then carefully siphoned
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into the test cell with the porous medium already in it to
avoid turbulent mixing which would enhance the absorption
of air.
The liquid PCM was then cooled down to a temperature
of about 0 C using one CTB. In the mean time, the second
constant temperature bath was cooled down to the freezing
temperature selected for this experiment. The freezing
experiment started when the pump of the CTB was switched on
and the cold water-ethanol mixture started flowing through
the heat exchanger. Freezing temperatures in the range of
-25 C to -5 C were chosen. During the experiment, a
representative wall temperature and the displacement were
read in intervals, depending on how fast freezing occurred.
The monitoring of changes in the water level in the
burette, due to phase change expansion, and in some cases,
observation of an air bubble in the capillary, made it pos-
sible to determine the time when all of the water in the
PCM was frozen. In addition, temperature measurement in the
test section and visual observations through the cap were
made. From 25 available thermocouples, only ten tempera-
tures were read with a digital thermometer. Those ten tem-
peratures were two wall temperatures from representative
spots, five temperatures from the center thermocouple rake,
and one temperature in the middle of each of the other
three thermocouple rakes.
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Similarly to the freezing experiment two melting
experiments were carried out, one with horizontal and the
other with vertical test cell position. The temperature of
o
solid PCM was brought near to 0 C using one CTB, In the
mean time, the second CTB was heated up to the melting tem-
perature in question for this experiment. This CTB was
then connected with the heat exchanger of the test cell to
start the melting experiment. Melting temperatures in the
o o
range of 10 C to 30 C were chosen. Wall temperature and
melting time were measured as described for freezing.
2.5 Porous Media and Water/Ice Properties
All relevant porous media properties are given in
Table 2.5.1. For the experiment, beads and different
shavings were used. In the "shape' column the diameter of
the beads and the cross-section of the spirals is indi-
cated. The value va is the ratio of volume and surface area
of the porous medium.
va = ~ (2.5.1)
a
The aluminum beads are made from aluminum type 1100 with
not more than 1% iron. The aluminum shavings were produced
on a lathe from Al 6061 T4. Due to the different properties
of aluminum, copper, steel, and brass it was not possible
to produce the curls with identical geometry. Properties
of water and ice are summerized in Table 2.5.2. and 2.5.3.
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Section A-A
Schematic of test cell; 1-test section; 2-
acrylic end caps; 3-copper heat exchanger; 4-
thermocouple rake; 5-thermocouple position on
rakes; 6-fill tube; 7-overflow tube; 8-brass
cylinder.
Figu re 2 .2 .1 Schemat ic of test cell. [ 5 ]
to
V-n
I - Test Cell




Figure 2.2.2 Device for measurements of the water dis-
placement .
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Figure 2*2.3 Test cell resting ou bottom insulation.
)
Figure 2.2.4 Insulated test cell with connection tubes to
constant temperature bath (CTB), digital
thermometer, capillary, and burette.
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Figure 2.2.5 The complete experimental set-up.
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be<ids d i a met er : 3 . 2
beads diameter: 12.
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Figure 2.5.6 Stainless steel.
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CHAPTER 3 - ANALYSIS
The resistance method is one of many which can be used
to calculate freezing and melting. This method is applied
to calculate the freezing and melting time in the test
cell. The conductivity can then be calculated from the
predicted and measured time for freezing and melting.
3.1 Calculation Methods
All methods used for measurements of thermal conduc-
tivity are based on an experiment which can be modeled and
mathematically described. The first step for this descrip-
tion is to calculate the freezing and melting process which
is done by calculating the fusion front position as a func-
tion of time.
^n exact analytical closed form solution can not be
obtained for the geometry of freezing or melting in a
cylinder because nonlinearities introduced by the boundary
conditions preclude exact solutions in a closed domain.
However, in cases like this two methods commonly used yield
a solution: the integral method and the finite difference
method.
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"The application of integral methods to the solution
of problems involving the solidification of liquids ini-
tially at fusion temperature" is shown in [7]. Here for-
mulas for a cylinder are given. The "Karman-Pohlhausen
method" [7] assumes a simple one-parameter temperature
profile and yields a simple formula for the freezing time
as a function of the interface position. Unfortunately
this method appears to fail when applied tto the circular
cylinder. The "Tami method" [7] assumes 'a two-parameter
quadratic profile which makes the solution much more
involved requiring numerical integration. This method still
has only an accuracy of about 10 %.
finite-difference method is applied by Weaver in
his program for the cylinder. A finite-difference method
is accurate to the extent allowed by the assumptions on
which the method is based. Therefore the finite-difference
method is used here to show the accuracy of the simple
resistance method.
3. 2 The Resistance Method
The resistance method [8] analyzes freezing and melt-
ing on the basis of a variable resistance analog to account
for the motion of the interface and the varying thickness
of the solid or liquid phase, respectively.
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Tf
Fig. 3.2 The resistance method uses a variable resistance
analog.
3.2.1 Calculation of Freezing and Melting Time
Fig. 3.2.1 shows a schematic diagram of the test cell.
The cylinder is uniformly filled with porous medium and
o
liquid initially at uniform temperature of 0 C. The fusion
front starts moving radially inward when a uniform wall
temperature T less than fusion temperature T for freezing
w f
or T > T for melting is imposed on the cylinder inside
w f
surface.
The assumptions made in the calculation are as fol-
lows :
o
1. I n i t i a l t e m p e r a t u r e i s O C.
2. The porous medium is isotropic (properties are not
dependent on directions).
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3. The porous medium is homogeneous and properties are
constant in space.
4. Conduction is the dominant mode of heat transfer in
both the solid and the liquid.
5. There is no bulk fluid motion due to the difference in
density between the solid and liquid phase and natural
convection is absent.
6. The porosity is constant.
7. The local temperatures of the phase in the voids and
the porous medium are the same ( i.e., there is no
heat transfer between the porous medium and void phase
cons tituent).
8. The fusion front movement is quasi steady and the
temperature profile changes only slightly with time.
9. The sensible heat is negligible compared to the latent
heat ( h. » c [T -T ] ).i p r w
Freezing will be developed first. With the above assump-
tions we have a temperature distribution in the solid
porous medium as in a hollow cylinder with a thermal resis-
tance due to conduction
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In (R/r)
R , - -  r-T-̂  (3.2.1)t.cond 2 ic 1 k sm
where 1 is the length of the cylinder and k the conduc-
s m
tivity of the solid phase of the porous medium. When the
contact resistance at the interface formed by the wall and
the ice layer is neglected, the total resistance is
Rt - - j- -  j- (3.2.2)
__ + -_
t , cond t , conv
but with R = °° in a solid we get
t , conv
R = R
t t , cond




q = -  — (3.2.3)
where the minus sign indicates heat release. The heat rate
leaving the cylinder can also be calculated from the latent
heat multiplied by the rate of mass which is undergoing the
phase change
dm
q = hf dT
q = hf p.)0 2*r 1 $ (3.2.4)
Note that h is defined for the density of ice p. n. Since
f 1 9 U
o
the interface is at 0 C, the density has to be determined
at this temperature. Substituting Eq. (3.2.1) into Eq.
(3.2.3) and realizing that Eq. (3.2.3) is equal to Eq.
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(3.2.4) yields with separation of variables and integration
hf p-r n *
/ (T--T ) dt - - *> / r ln(R/r) dr
r w sm
The wall temperature is often not constant in real applica-
tion. For instance in the experiments for conductivity
measurements (see Chap. 4) a transient wall temperature was
observed. From the integration of the left hand side we get
f (T -T ) dt = / T dt - f T dt
f w f w
= T t - T t
f w, a
- (T. - T ) tf w, a
where T is defined as the average wall temperature
w,a
T = ~ f T dt (3.2.5)w,a t ; w
After the integration is performed the time t required for
freezing to a radius r can be found.
" hf Pi 0 * 1 2 2 1 1
t - k (Tf-T ) ( 1 r2 InR - r2 [ j inr - { ] ) + C
sm f w,a
The integration constant is obtained from the initial con-
dition
r(t=0) = R
which yields the integration constant
h n <3& 2•F •? 0 "R
\j """ , / m m \
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with which finally
h, p. „ $
t = £ (T y r( { r2 ln(r/R) + |(R2-r2)) (3.2.6)
sm f w, a
or with
r/R = x (3.2.7)
2
hf Pi 0 $ R 1 2 1 2
t = k£ **_T ?( j x^ Inx + |(l-xZ)) (3.2.8)
sm f w,a
The total freezing time t = t(r=0) for freezing of the
whole cylinder volume is obtained for the limit of t as r
goes to zero. With the law of 1' Hospital
limr2 ln(r/R) = 0
r+0
h P * R
' ' =t 4 k T-T -sm f w,a
The derivation for melting is similar except that the
heat of fusion has to be transported through the liquid
porous medium. In contrast to the freezing case we have for
the melting case convection as well as conduction heat
transfer. The total resistance is again
R. - : : (3.2.2)
c ± + ±
R Rt,cond t,conv
Unfortunately R^ is unknown for a porous medium in an
J t,conv F
enclosure of arbitrary shape. Therefore we define
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l n ( R / r )
Rt - 2TC 1 k ( 3 . 2 . 1 0 )t ZTC 1 e f f
Where k is an effective conductivity including both the
ef f
influence of conduction and convection. However k _ _ is
ef f
also not known yet but will be obtained from experiments.
In contrast to the conductivity k for the solid porous
J sm
medium, the effective conductivity k ^f depends on the spe-
cial geometry. We now follow the same procedure as done
already for freezing. Heat has to be supplied to the system
and hence we get a change of sign in the equation
corresponding to Eq. (3.2.3) where heat was released. In
the equation which corresponds to Eq. (3.2.4), p is still
o
the density of ice at 0 C. Following the same steps
further we obtain
f P , ' 0 1 ? 1 7 ?
t = k (T -T )( I r ln(r/R) + j(R -r )) (3.2.11)
eff w,a f
2
hf P i 0 * R 1 2 1 2*- _ r -1 > u ( JL Yz IV,Y 4- JLM-Y \\ 9 i 7 ̂L , X T -T v v, 9 x inx -r , v i x ;; v , J . ^ . . i ^ . ;
IV <- /- \ J* ~ / £* "e f f w , a f
h p $ R
4 k ( -Tff)eff w,a f
3.2.2 Check of the Resistance Method with the Finite-
Difference Program
Weaver' s program [5] for freezing in porous media in
a cylinder was used to check the resistance method. The
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assumptions on which this program is based are assumptions
2 through 7 from Chapter 3.2.1. The program solves the heat
equation for the solid and liquid phase, respectively,
using boundary conditions at the wall, the interface, and
the center line together with the initial condition for the
temperature of the porous medium (PM). The problem is that
the location of the interface is not known a priori; there-
fore the heat equation has to be solved for small time
steps repeatedly as the interface moves inward until the
whole volume is frozen.
For the check of the resistance method, freezing of
water (por os i ty : <)> = 1.0) at an initial temperature
T. = 0 C in the test cell was calculated. The results are
shown in Table 3.2.2.
Table 3.2.2 Comparison of freezing time for resistance
method and finite-difference method for



























The error of the resistance method seems to be smaller
or at least comparable to the error of the Tami method [7]
(about 10 %) which requires many more calculations. The
error of the resistance method is small if the wall tem-
o
perature is close to 0 C because assumptions 8 and 9 match
much better with reality. The total freezing time calcu-
lated from the resistance method is always less than the
freezing time from the finite difference method because the
former neglects the fact that the ice must be cooled down.
3.2.3 Conductivity Obtained from Average Wall Temperature
and Freezing Time
The instantaneous wall temperature is known from the
experiments at certain intervals and the freezing, respec-
tively melting time is recorded. The average wall tempera-
ture T is calculated from Eq. (3.2.5) which can practi-
w,a
cally be done with time weighted averaging, trapezoidal
rule, or Simpson^ s 1/3 rule. The conductivities can now
be calculated from Eq. (3.2.9) and Eq. (3.2.13). For freez-
ing
hf pi o *
and for melting
2
h p * R
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3.3 Approximating the Conductivity for the Liquid Porous
Medium
In contrast to the effective conductivity k _ „ is the
ef f
true conductivity k not influenced by convection. This
1m
conductivity can be obtained from a first order approach
based on two melting experiments: melting in a vertical
cylinder and melting in a horizontal cylinder.
It is possible to calculate the conductivity k from
1m
k and a correction factor F.
ef f
k, - k _ F (3.3.1)
1m ef f
We define the time ratio
- * (3.3.2)
t> v
In this equation is t the total time for melting in the
t ,h
horizontal cylinder and t the total time for melting in
t ,v
the vertical cylinder. The convection influence is of
course different for these two geometries and therefore
also the melting times will differ. The correction factor F
depends on the amount of convection and this can be seen in
the time ratio c. We assume F = F(c) to be linear. Two
points of this function are already known.
First, for the time ratio c of water F must be chosen
so that F corrects k -- to k.. = ku A, the conductivity oferr 1m H U
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Second, for c = 1 no convection is present (if there
would be convection there would also be a difference
between horizontal and vertical total melting time) and
thus
F(c-l.O) - 1.0
Now the function F(c) can easily be drawn.






if c > 1.0
if CR Q < c <1.0






a = -  -  (3.3.4)
A = . " (3.3.5)
B = 1 - , (3.3.6)
3.4 Quality Criteria for Porous Media
There are several requirements for energy storage in a
porous medium. These are previously mentioned in Chap. 1.4
and 1.5. Some requirements are influenced especially by
the liquid in the PM; others are influenced by the PM
itself. This thesis gives its attention to the PM and con-
siders only water as the material undergoing phase change
in the porous medium. Three new dimensions will be defined
to quantify the storage behavior of the PM.
The heat storage power P shows the capability of a
medium to store heat in a freezing or a melting process.
High energy transfer Q in a short time gives a favorable
high power P. As reference value we take the energy
transfer necessary for total freezing of a volume and the
related total freezing or melting time.
P - -̂  (3.4.1)
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Qt = ([cmPm(1H&) + Cicepice*] \ hf pi,0 *> V (3'4'2)
with volume V, porosity <|> , and mean temperature
T - 7 (T + T.) (3.4.3)m 2 w f
For the cylinder we can take the results from the resis-
tance method for the total freezing or melting time t ,
Eq. (3.2.9) or Eq. (3.2.13), and substitute them together
with Eq. (3.4.2) into Eq. (3.4.1).
P = <[cmpm<l-fl» + c.cepice$] Tm + hf
4icl ABS(T-T ) (3.4.4)
t W
The first line in this equation is a first quality value,
the performance factor
)f = ([c p (l-$)+c. p. $] T + hr p. n <£) 7 T (3.4.5)mrm ice ice m f i,0 h^ p. n <£r i, u
The performance factor pf is independent of geometry which
is described with the geometry factor (here for example
4 TC 1 for the cylinder) and independent of the driving
potential ABS(T^ - T ). ABS is the absolute value function.
f w
The conductivity k is the solid porous media conductivity
k for freezing and the effective conductivity k fc for
sm eff
melting. For phase change in a sphere the geometry factor
would be 8 TC R where R is the radius of the sphere, and
2 A/x would be the geometry factor for the plane wall,
where A is the area of the wall and x the fusion front dis-
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tance from the wall. The performance factor has units of
conductivity W/mK.
The energy density Q*""* is a second quality value.
Qt
T" = — = [cmPm<l-*> + clceplce$] Tm + hf p i > Q $ (3.4.6)
Since we are looking for a number showing the overall
suitability of a porous medium, we multiply pf and Q"" to
get a number which we call the storage factors
s - pf <T" (3.4.7)
o
For the evaluation of the experimental data T = -10 Cm
o
was taken for freezing and T = 10 C for melting.m
3 • 5 Calculated Conductivities of Porous Media
For a system with a single phase occupying the void
and a single porous medium, different models can be found
to calculate the overall thermal conductivity.
series model assumes that the porous medium
behaves like a set of alternate layers of fluid and solid
perpendicular to the mean heat flow. This assumption gives
the thermal conductivity
"1m 1 - $ (3.5.1)
k k,m 1
where the subscript 1m, m, and 1 refer to the effective
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liquid property influenced by the porous media, the porous
medium and the liquid phase occupying the void, respec-
tively. Similarly, the corresponding equation for a solid
phase occupying the void is obtained by merely replacing
the subscript 1m and 1 with sm and s, respectively, which
refer to the effective solid property influenced by the
porous medium and the solid phase occupying the void.
The paralle1 model also concerns a set of layers, but
the mean heat flux is parallel to the direction of the
layers.
k. - k (1-$) + k- $ (3.5.2)1 m m 1
The Lichteneker geometrical model is listed in [9]
1/3 ^1 1/3
2-$-(l-$)i/J + £± ((i-3)i/J-(i-a»
k = k ^—- (3.5.3)
lm l 1/3 kl 1/31 - (1-$)1/3 + ̂  (1-$)1/3
m
Also listed in [11] is the empirical model which can be
obtained from dimensional analysis.
* (1-$)
k, = k, k' ' (3.5.4)lm 1 m
Veinberg [10] proposed a model which claims to be univer-
sally applicable for a medium with randomly distributed
spherical inclusions. The nonlinear implicit equation is
k — k
k, + $ m.;, 1 kj/3 - k = 0 (3.5.5)lm ,1/3 lm m
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The geometry factor H is 1.25 for spheres and 1.4 for bro-
ken particles. This formula is not defined for all combi-
nations of k , k-, and $ because for
m kK
the denominator 1-XG becomes zero. For this special case a
formula is given in [11]. In order to illustrate the first
five formulas and to show the different behavior of the
functions, these formulas are plotted for a water metal
system and an ice metal system, respectively. The plots are
three-dimensional plots showing the conductivity k and them
porosity $ in the horizontal plane and the result, the
effective PM conductivity, on the z-axis vertical. The
related Figures are Fig. 3.5.1 through Fig. 3.5.10.
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The parallel and the series model are the limits of a
possible effective PM conductivity. The other models men-
tioned above have different shapes lying embedded within
these limits•
Comparison of experimental data with the Zehner and
Schluender formula shows that the formula overpredicts for
shavings by about 50 % and underpredicts for the beads by
about 60 %. In the following text it is not further
accounted for the Zehner and Schluender formula. The vali-




liquid in porous media
solid in porous media
F i g u r e 3.5.1 S c h e m a t i c of the test cell. F r e e z i n g wi th








Figure 3.5.2 Thermal conductivity of water and porous









Figure 3.5.3 Thermal conduc t iv i ty of ice and porous
m e d i u m ca l cu la t ed by us ing the ser ies mode l .
Ln
Figure 3.5.4 Thermal conductivity of water and porous






Figure 3.5.5 Thermal conductivity of ice and porous




Figure 3.5.6 Thermal conductivity of water and porous





Figure 3.5.7 Thermal conductivity of ice and porous







Figure 3.5.8 Thermal conductivity of water and porous







Figure 3.5.9 Thermal conductivity of ice and porous









Figure 3.5.10 The rma l c o n d u c t i v i t y of w a t e r and porous









Figu re 3.5.11 The rma l c o n d u c t i v i t y of ice and p o r o u s
m e d i u m ca l cu l a t ed by us ing the V e i n b e r g
mode 1.
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CHAPTER 4 - EXPERIMENTS
Previous to measurements of the conductivity of porous
media, experiments were performed only with distilled water
in order to check, the apparatus, the method, and the accu-
racy of the measurements.
4.0.1 Experimental Data
Thirty-five experiments were performed for the thesis.
The data of these experiments were evaluated by a computer
program. The output of this program is given in the Appen-
dix A. Each experiment covers two pages in the Appendix.
The first page describes the porous medium, melting or
freezing conditions, total time for phase change, measured
conductivities, conductivities for comparison, especially
those obtained from five conductivity models, and values of
the three defined quality criteria. On the second page a
plot of the phase change as a function of time is shown.
The solid line shows the observed phase change process.
Every star on the line marks one measured value. The
dashed and dotted lines show the phase change process cal-
culated with the resistance method and average wall
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temperature from Eq. 3*2.8, Eq. 3.2.12. The percentage of
phase change is calculated from the radius of the interface
by
2 .
percentage of phase change = (1-x ) 100 %
The dashed line uses the true conductivities without con-
vection influence. Only for melting a dotted line is plot-
ted which shows the phase change as it would be with a con-
stant effective conductivity for the whole experiment. The
dotted line for melting and the dashed line for freezing
always lie above the solid line because the actual wall
temperature in the first part of the experiment is closer
o
to 0 C than the average wall temperature. This means that
the actual driving potential in the beginning is smaller
than assumed, because using the average wall temperature
throughout the whole experiment yields less phase change.
For comparison, values of interest are taken from Appendix
A and are given in tables incorporated in this text.
4.0.2 Determination of Beginning and End of Phase Change
For accurate measurements, the exact freezing and
melting time has to be determined which means that the
beginning and the end of the phase change has to be ascer-
tained exactly. This was done by observing the movement of
the air bubble in the capillary. After the flow of the
coolant through the heat exchanger was initiated for a
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freezing experiment, the air bubble first moved quickly
towards the test cell because the test cell shrank when the
wall was suddenly cooled. Thereafter, the same movement
continued when the water cooled down. When the ice forma-
tion started, the air bubble jumped towards the burette
where it left the system. However, when freezing experi-
o
ments having an average wall temperature of about -10 C or
less were performed, it was observed that ice was already
formed a few seconds after the coolant flow was initiated.
This means that for low temperatures, observations of the
air bubble were not necessary. The same behavior was
observed for melting experiments - the melting started
nearly without any delay after the flow of the CTB-fluid
through the heat exchanger was started. The end of the
phase change, that is the time when everything in the test
section is frozen or thawed, was more difficult to detect.
The percent volume change in a cylindrical test cell is a
logarithmic function of time which means that the volume
change rate gets smaller and smaller with time, making it
more difficult to determine the end of the phase change. Of
course here also observations of the air bubble achieved a
higher accuracy compared to observation of the water level
in the burette. Observations with air bubble and burette
were checked by temperature measurements in the test sec-
tion. When a thermocouple makes contact with the fusion
front, its temperature changes within a few seconds. The
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thermocouples on the center rake were therefore used to
check the phase change end.
4.1 Measurements with Distilled Water
4.1.1 Freezing
Freezing with temperatures of the coolant of less than
-10 C instantly gives an ice layer on the inner cylinder
wall. In the vertical test cell position this ice layer
grows almost exactly cylindri cally inward. For horizontal
freezing however, a water volume shaped like a funnel
remained unfrozen below the top cap for about four minutes
so that the end of the freezing process was much less shar-
ply defined. Thus the vertical position of the test cell
was chosen for later freezing experiments.
Dendritic ice forms when water is supercooled consid-
o
erably below 0 C before nucleation occurs. It consists of
crystals which form thin plates dispensed in the water. The
ice growth occurs only in the supercooled region and ends
o
at the 0 C isotherm. The quantity of the dendritic ice
that is formed can be related to the amount of subcooling
H9ice 2
hf
where T is the nucleation temperature
n
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Subcooling and formation of dendritic ice was observed
in the freezing experiment #3 with an average wall tempera-
ture of -4.1 C. The water initially at -0.1 C cooled
o
down within 43 minutes to a uniform temperature of -4.0 C.
Initiated by a hit on the test cell, nucleation occurred.
Dendritic ice was instantaneously formed, shooting from the
wall right into the center of the test cell since all of
o
the water was at a temperature below 0 C. The water in
between the dendrites was again at 0 C after the dendritic
ice was formed. The burette showed a displacement due to
nucleation of 3 ccm. Thereafter normal ice formation
started at the cylinder wall, incorporating the ice den-
drites, until the whole test section was frozen.
Subcooling and dendritic ice formation should be
avoided for LHTES systems because it precludes heat
transfer at a constant temperature. Furthermore, it
requires a longer freezing time because water which con-
ducts heat before nucleation has a lower conductivity than
ice.
4.1.2 Melting
For melting, none of the two positions of the test
cell yield exact uniform radial interface movement because
of convection effects, meaning that the applied phase
change model describes the melting process not fully exact.
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In the vertical position, the warm water moves to the top
so that the ice at the top of the test cell melts faster.
Accordingly, at the end of the experiment the rest of the
ice is approximately shaped like a parabolic cone placed in
the middle of the bottom of the test cell. For horizontal
melting, it could be observed that an ice rod remained in
the center of the test cell diminishing in diameter. The
melting did not occur concentricly but around a line below
the center line of the cylinder, due to th'e fact that the
rising warm water causes a higher melting rate on top of
the rod. At the end of the experiment the center of the ice
rod was approximately 10mm away from the center line of the
cylinder. Nevertheless, when the remaining piece of ice
finally lost its contact with the thermocouple rake, it
floated up and was quickly melted due to direct contact
with the warm cylinder wall. The ice rod in these melting
experiments showed grooves cut into the ice-water interface
in planes perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder. The
grooves were deepest under the ice rod and became shallower
towards the top. In experiment #6 with an average wall tern-
o
perature of 25.7 C, five grooves were present. The
grooves show the presence of free convection which is, in
an enclosure, based on convection cells, where one convec-
tion cell belongs to each groove.
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4.1.3 Freezing and Melting with Initial Temperatures Dif-
ferent from Fusion Temperature
Three experiments were performed in which the initial
temperature was different from 0 C. Table 4.1.3.1 compares
freezing and melting time of these experiments with the
equivalent ones which had an initial temperature of about
0 C. Comparison of experiment #2 and #9 shows that freez-
o
ing of water with an initial temperature of 19 C took 9%
longer. Also the finite-difference program was used to ver-
ify the measured freezing times of experiment #2 and #9.
The finite-difference program calculated a total freezing
time t of 67.7 min for experiment #2 and 76.4 min for
experiment #9, hence a percentage difference of 13% which
is a slightly higher difference as calculated from the
measurements with 9%.
Table 4.1.3.1 Comparison of freezing and melting time for
experiments with initial temperatures equal











































































For melting, respective values of 11% and 20% were
obtained. These percent values of the time difference were
in the range of the values obtained from c AT./h , the
ratio of sensible and latent heat. For freezing in a
cylinder, values for t (T.)/t (T.=0 °C) are calculated
using Weaver^ s finite-difference program [5]. The calcu-
lated time ratio for the cylinder is independent of size.
These values listed in Table 4.1.3.2 can be used to correct
freezing times obtained from methods which assume the ini-
tial temperature to be the fusion temperature.
Table 4.1.3.2 Ratio of total times for freezing in a
cylinder - freezing from an initial tempera-
ture greater than 0 °C divided by freezing




























4,1.4 Conductivi ty Measurements for Ice
Table 4.1.4.1 Comparison of measured conductivities of ice



































Experiments like the freezing experiment #3 where sub-
cooling occurred are not suitable for conductivity measure-
ments. Those experiments have a longer freezing time com-
pared to a similar experiment without subcooling. Hence the
measured conductivity from experiment //3 is too low. The
other conductivities measured in experiments with average
o
wall temperatures of less than -10 C show only an error of
about 2 % when they are compared with conductivities from
tables evaluated at the mean temperature from Eq. 3.4.3.
4.1.5 Conductivity Measurements of Water
Table 4.1.4.2 shows the measured effective conduc-
tivity of water calculated from Eq. 3.2.15 which is not a
property of the medium but rather depends on the geometry
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Table 4.1.4.2 Effective conductivity of water in the test
























of the vessel. The effective conductivity is not even con-
stant for one experiment because the enclosure gets bigger
when melting proceeds, and so the effective conductivity
increases. Thus a low effective conductivity is present in
the beginning of the melting process and a relatively high
conductivity is present in the end. Since there is more
convection heat transfer in the horizontal cylinder than in
the vertical cylinder, the effective conductivity is higher
in the horizontal cylinder. The experiments show also that
higher convection activity is achieved with higher wall
temperature from which also a higher effective conductivity
results. The measured true conductivity (without convection
influence) for water is the exact value because the calcu-
lations from Chapter 3.3 for the true conductivity uses
just the known conductivity of water to calibrate the equa-
tion.
Nevertheless, there is still a possibility to calcu-
late the true conductivity without the convection influ-
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ence. For a Rayleigh number less than 1000, there is no
convection in a cylindrical vertical or horizontal enclo-
sure. From knowledge of the Rayleigh number, the maximal
gap width of the molten region can be calculated for which
the test cell has only conduction . The result shows that a
water layer of 3.4 mm can be molten in the test cell
without having convection. An effective conductivity calcu-
lated with Eq. 3.2.12 from the phase change right in the
beginning in the gap hence yields the true conductivity
k . The true conductivity k- is a property of the medium.
Table 4.1.5 Comparison of measured conductivities of































Table 4.1.5 compares measured true conductivities of water
with conductivities from tables. The conductivity is cal-
culated for a gap width equivalent to that of Ra=1000. The
percent error for water here is higher than the error for
ice because here only values from the very beginning could
be used. In the beginning the change of the wall tempera-
ture is high (see Chapter 4.1.6), and the reading of the
wall temperature was limited to time increments of 30
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seconds. On the other hand, the gap width of 3.4 mm was
already reached after 2 to 4 minutes which means that there
was not enough data present to calculate the average wall
temperature (Eq. 3.2.5) with a higher accuracy and there-
fore, the accuracy of the true conductivity kn is limited.
1m
4.1.6 Wall Temperature
The plot in Fig. 4.1.6 gives an example for variation
of the wall temperature with time for experiment #1 - vert-
ical freezing. When freezing starts, only a thin ice layer
separates the fusion front from the wall, which means only
small resistance for the energy transfer and high load, and
hence, a wall temperature close to 0 C. When the ice layer
grows, the load decreases and the wall temperature con-
verges towards the CTB temperature.
T w( o.oooso
-5 .00000
£0 2H S8 35 t ( m i n )
F igu re 4.1.6 Wall temperature vs time. Here as example
experiment #1 - vertical freezing with a
temperature of the constant temperature bath
of -25 °C.
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4.2 Freezing and Melting in Porous Media
Freezing and melting were observed in the test cell
for different porous media in order to measure their con-
ductivity and to evaluate their performance for heat
transfer enhancement, and usefulness for energy storage.
Experiments with different kinds of aluminum porous media
were performed to get information about the influence of
the shape of the PM on the phase change. Also, the
influence of the material was studied by performing exper-
iments with copper, brass, and stainless steel in addition
to the experiments with aluminum.
From temperature measurements with the thermo couples,
the shape of the fusion front was observed. The fusion
front for freezing in the test cell is cylindrical
throughout the whole experiment. For melting, the same
deviation from the cylindrical shape was observed as obser-
ved already for pure water.
Normally a clearly formed interface was observed.
However, for the 12 mm aluminum beads and the copper
spirals, the metal pieces reaching out from the interface
act as fins. For example, during freezing, the main inter-
face moves gradually inward while ice also builds up around
the beads or spirals, acting as fins. The ice that builds
up around these fins is later incorporated into the main
ice mass when the main interface has moved further on. For
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melting, similarly, it was observed that the ice thawed not
only around the cylinder wall but also around the spheres
and spirals which are in contact with the wall of the test
cell. It seems that for this type of phase change, there
has to be a high conductivity of the PM present, as well
as a high ratio of volume to surface area, va, as in big
spheres or heavy spirals. To which extent this type of
phase change influences an overall conductivity measurement
and calculation for a geometrically straight surface could
not be determined.
Dendritic ice formation is not as likely in porous
media as it is in water because the porous media yield more
possibilities for nucleation than pure water does.
4.2.1 Freezing with Different Shapes of the Porous
Medium
The porosity of optimal packed spheres in an infinite
container is 0.26. Nevertheless, the beads with 12 mm
diameter from experiment # 24 and the beads from experiment
# 12 with 3.2 mm diameter have a higher porosity because
the wall effect prevents the optimal arrangement for
highest density of the beads.
The conductivities of the aluminum porous media
increases with decreasing porosity. This is predicted by
all five formulas from Chapter 3.5 which are used for
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calculations and it is also evident since aluminum has a
much higher conductivity than water. Amazing however is the
big difference in conductivities of wool and curls although
their porosity and volume to surface area ratio is almost
the same.
For all experiments the empirical formula (Eq. 3.5.4)
predicted the conductivity best. (Only for the beads with
3.2mm diameter the Veinberg model calculated the conduc-
tivity more accurate.) The absolute value of the error is
between 15 and 68%. The highest energy density has, of
course, the medium with the highest porosity because the
major fraction of stored heat is stored in the form of
latent heat which is achieved only in water and not in the
aluminum. The performance factor, pf, follows the trend of
the conductivity and is of same magnitude. The storage fac-
tor, s = Q""*pf, obtained by the beads is the highest. This
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happens due to the fact that even a small increase of the
metal volume causes a relatively big increase of the con-
ductivity; whereas the energy density varies linearly with
the porosity.
4.2.2 Melting with different Shapes of the Porous Medium






















































When melting data is discussed, it has to be recalled
that conduction and convection are of importance. The true
conductivities k, for water and aluminum are all lower
1m
than the conductivities k for ice and aluminum because
s m
the conductivity of water is only about one fourth of the
ice conductivity; however, the convection influence is also
of importance. Convection in addition to conduction, which
are both included in the term k _ _ , increases this value in
err
comparison to the true conductivity, k . For the beads,
1m
however, the melting times in the vertical and horizontal
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test cell position are the same, hence it follows that con-
vection has no effect, and effective and true conductivi-
ties are the same. The effective conductivities follow the
assumed pattern - the conductivity is high when the poro-
sity is low. The convection influence can be seen in the
plots in the appendix when the solid line is compared with
the dotted line. Convection is present when the phase
change rate is low in the beginning but high in the end
(nearly no decline of the slope in the solid curve) com-
pared to the dotted line. The ratio of k divided by k
shows the convection influence, where a high ratio signi-
fies high convection activity. This ratio is for curls,
chips, wool, and pure water 1.3, 1.8, 2.9, and 3.0 respec-
tively and 1.3, 2.1, 4.5, and 4.5 respectively for the hor-
izontal position. The wool allows almost as much convection
as pure water. Although the chips have a smaller porosity
than the curls, convection in the chips is of greater
importance. In the horizontal test cell position more con-
vection is present. The effective conductivity of ice and
aluminum is about two times the conductivity of water and
aluminum. The storage factor for freezing is of the same
magnitude as the storage factor for melting, only for the
beads is it in the melting case considerably lower. In all
but one of the melting experiments, the best results were
obtained again by the empirical model for conductivity cal-
culation.
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4.2.3 Freezing of Water in Different Porous Media
Material
Table 4.2.3 Values obtained from freezing of water in




















































In addition to copper, brass, and steel, the aluminum
curls from experiment # 21 are included in this table
because they have a comparable shape and porosity.
The conductivity of the saturated porous media
increases with increasing conductivity of the porous media.
The porosity was about the same in all of these exper-
iments. The empirical formula yielded the best results. The
energy density is nearly the same for all of these exper-
iments since the porosity does not vary a lot. The copper
porous medium achieved the best results in respect to con-
ductivity and storage factor.
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4.2.4 Melting of Ice in Different Porous Media Material
Table 4.2.4 Values obtained from melting of ice in cop-

















































The conductivities increase with increasing conduc-
tivities of the porous metal. Higher than expected,
however, are the conductivities of aluminum. Copper
achieved the best storage factor. The ratio of effective
over true conductivity is about the same for all materials
with the exception of aluminum which shows a lower ratio.
The best predictions of the conductivity were obtained by
the empirical model. The values of the empirical model were
again too low.
4.2.5 Improvement of the Empirical Formula for Conduc-
tivity Calculation
As shown above the empirical formula is the best
method for calculating true conductivities. Although this
formula reasonably follows trends in variations of porosity
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and conductivity of the PM, the obtained values are almost
always too low. Therefore a correction factor of 1.35 is
proposed to represent similar conditions as those investi-
gated in this thesis. In this way it is obtained
k =1.35 k. k (4.2.5. 1)sm ice m
k, = 1.35 k? A k1(1"^) (4.2.5.2)
1m ?
for 0. 7 < $ < 0.98
In this way only an error of ± 35 % has still to be expec-
ted. For the given porosity range, a lower limit for the
conductivity can be obtained from the original empirical
formula Eq. (3.5.4) and an upper limit, although mostly far
off, from the parallel model Eq. (3.5.2). Eq. (4.2.5.1)
and Eq. (4.2.5.2) should only be used for the given poro-
sity range because due to the correction factor the known
conductivities for $ = 0 and $ = 1 are not regained
correctly anymore. It could not be found out how the ratio
volume to surface area, the length of the spirals, and
phase change with the fin effect affects the true conduc-
tivity. Nevertheless it seems that these influences are
small compared to variations in the metal conductivity and
especially in the change of porosity.
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CHAPTER 5 - FREEZING AROUND A SINGLE TUBE AND IN
TUBE-IN-SHELL HEAT EXCHANGERS
LHTES units normally consist of tubes in a storage
tank through which the coolant flows. Such an arrangement
is called tube-in-shell heat exchanger. In this chapter
first calculations for freezing around a single tube in an
infinite shell are presented which are then extended to
calculations of tube-in-shell heat exchangers for LHTES.
The calculations from Chapter 5.1.2, 5.2.1, and 5.2.2
are also valid for melting with turbulent free convection
flow. For this case k has to be replaced by k where
sm eff
k ee has to be obtained then from experiments with a scale
eff
model. This is possible because the convection coefficient
in turbulent buoyancy driven flow is independent of the
characteristic length.
5.1 Freezing Around One Single Tube in an Infinite Shell
5.1.1 Exact Solution from Ozisik
For freezing around one single tube in an infinite
shell an exact solution is given by Ozisik [12]. This solu-
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tion accounts for initial temperatures of the liquid dif-
ferent from the fusion temperature. The solution given by
Ozisik accounts only for conduction. Since initial tempera-
tures of the liquid which are different from the fusion
temperature are allowed, convection is present in the
liquid phase. The convection in the liquid phase can be
accounted for approximately when in Eq. (5.1.1.2) the true
conductivity k, is substituted by the effective conduc-
1 m
tivity k . The calculation is only valid for a line heat
sink which could be approximated by a heat exchanger tube
with a very small diameter. The position of the fusion
front has to be calculated from the transcendental equation
5.1. 1. 1:
k (T.-T ) - \ < x /«
lm x f sm lm
Ei(-Xa /a,sm lm
where Q is the heat sink strength in W/m and
lm (5.1.1.2)
lm (pc)lm
(pc) - »p c + (l-»)p c (5.1.1.3)
l m 1 1 m m
Similar formulas are obtained for a and (pc) if the
sm sm





-Ei(-x) is the exponential-integral-function which is
defined for x > 0 as
oo -xt
-Ei(-x) = / dt (5.1.1.5)
1 t
values for the exponential-integral-function are given in
Table 5.1.1.
5.1.2 Resistance Method
The resistance method can also be used to calculate
outward freezing around a cylindrical tube. The same
assumptions have to be made as for inward freezing in a
cylinder (Chapter 3.2.1).
hf Pi,0 9 rl 2- RJ., 2 _2, , ,. . O x
t = £ (T -T ) 1̂ r In7~̂ r ~"R ^ 1 (5.1.2)
sm f w
5.2 Freezing in a Tube-in-Shell Heat Exchanger Consisting
of a Tube Bank
5.2. 1 NTU Method
Shamsundar et. al. [13] calculated freezing in a
tube-in-shell heat exchanger with the NTU method. In these
calculations is accounted for temperature variation of the
coolant in the axial direction but axial heat conduction is
assumed to be negligible. Further assumptions are:
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- PCM initially at freezing temperature
- cocurrent flow
- tube geometry as shown in Fig. 5.2.2
- sensible heat negligible
The method accounts for forced convection in the tubes and
requires therefore the Biot number which can be calculated
f rom
Bi = J-5, (5.2.1.1)
sm
where D is the tube diameter, k is the measured conduc-
sm
tivity of the solid porous medium and h is the convection
coefficient calculated from correlations for internal
forced convection. It is a dimensionless time defined by
k t
t - - — - =• / [T -T. (t)] dt (5.2.1.2)
o i_ * T̂  J\n
Pi,0 hf * D °
T is the inlet temperature of the coolant. Shamsundar et
i n
al. state that this definition and calculation method
accounts for a time dependent inlet temperature. Another
necessary value is obtained from
NTU = 7i D L h/(m c)f (5.2.1.3)
The fraction F of PCM that is frozen in a radial plane
o
element at the inlet to the storage can be calculated by
iteration from
J [ g£ + 4>(FQ) ] (5.2.1.4)
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with the auxiliary function (1>(F ) given in Fig. 5.2.2 and
4 1
J » — - -7 for aligned tubes11 4
or
j = — _ _. for staggered tubes.
H o
The effectiveness e is defined as
T -T
e . ;û  in (5.2.1.5)
f in
or
m c (T -T )
c f in
(5.2.1.6)
where c is the specific heat of the coolant and e can be
c
obtained from iteration of
NTU = -ln(l-e) + Bi [Q(F )-Q[(l-e)F ]] (5.2.1.7)o o
where Q(F ) is another auxiliary function given by
o .
Fig. 5.2.2. The energy transfer rate Q can now be obtained
from Eq. 5.2.1.6. The frozen PCM fraction F can finally be
obtained from
F = (F e + Bi [<KF )-<Kl-e)F D/NTU (5.2.1.8)o o o
This method also applies to the counter-current flow
heat exchanger over the first phase of heat recovery during
which the tubes of the heat exchanger have no mutual
interaction. When the tube pitch is not close to the tube
diameter, this first phase forms the bulk of the freezing
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time. During the remaining period, the counter current heat
exchanger will be a better performer than the cocurrent
one. Using the data pertaining to the latter will hence
enable a conservative estimate. For other ratios of pitch
and tube diameter as shown in Fig. 5.2.2 two integrals have
to be solved. The input to these integrations is obtained
as the result of two-dimensional finite-difference calcula-
tions in a representative plane perpendicular to the tube
axes. The details of these calculations can be found in
[13].
5.2.2 Resistance Method for Tube-in-Shell Heat Exchanger
As long as the fusion fronts of the different tubes do
not make contact with one another the resistance method
derived for a single tube is valid. When the fusion fronts
then finally meet, a kind of inward freezing can be assumed
to calculate the last part of the phase change. In this
chapter the calculation for a staggered tube bank of the
design indicated in Fig. 5.2.1 is shown.
After the fusion fronts make contact, further inward
freezing of the remaining unfrozen shape is estimated to
take place like freezing in a circular cylinder. This vir-
tual cylinder has the radius
-1/2
R v = 3 L - R (5.2.2.1)
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Fig. 5.2.1 Freezing around staggered tubes
which is the distance from the center of the triangle to
the outer radius of a heat exchanger tube. For calculations
of the freezing time from a given frozen fraction
all
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it must be distinguished if a certain amount of solid phase
(and hence frozen fraction F) will form before or after the
fusion fronts meet. The frozen fraction F at the time when
the fusion fronts meet is
1 2 2
7 L - R
F _ - —r4o (5.2.2.2)
meet 3^/2 2 2
2n;
When F < F the interface radius r can be calculated
meet
from the given frozen fraction F with
1/2
31/2 L 2_ _ p / r _£ f ± L \i i 17 + i N f S 9 9 ^ ^r -~ K. v I r\ TT * •*• J " •*•/ v - 2 « < < - » ^ - * * 3 /
the freezing time t can now be calculated from Eq. 5.1.2.
When F > F the radius of the interface in the virtual
meet
cylinder is
3l/2 2 - 2 I/2
r = [ (—. I/-4RZ) (1-F) ] (5.2.2.4)
V H-H 2.
and
t = t(? ) + [t(r )-t(r . )] (5.2.2.5)
meet v v, i
r is the radius of a cylinder with the same volume as
the volume of the liquid phase in a triangular unit when
the fusion fronts meet. Therefore r = r (F ) from Eq.
v,i v meet
(5.2.2.4) which yields
v,i -r  ( - - ) - °'11328
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From the equation for outward freezing
«F.eet> k (T -T ) 8sm f w
2 2
- 2- 2
from the equation for inward freezing
l 2
k (T,-T )sm f w
(5.2.2.7)
and also from the equation for inward freezing
t ( r , ) hf P ;
$
k (T- -T !sm f w
( 5 . 2 . 2 . 8 )
The Eq. 5.2.2.2 / 5.2.2.3 / 5.2.2.4 are derived in
Appendix B.
Table 5.1.1
£,{.v) or - £/( - .v) Function
[12]








































































































































































(The figures in parenthesis indicate the pouer of 10 by which the numbers to the
left, and those below in the same column. ;ire to he multiplied).
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1.0
Figure 5.2.2 Auxiliary function for phase change storage
calculations. [13]
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CHAPTER 6 - APPLICATION OF LATENT HEAT STORAGE
Finally, the usefulness of a storage system depends
not only on quality criteria like the ones defined and dis-
cussed above but also on the way a storage tank is incor-
porated in a system and how the parts of this system act
together.
In order to find out more about these interactions, a
system was modeled and analyzed by a computer program.
6.1 The Model
Fig. 6.1 shows the schematic of the model. The storage
tank serves as a seasonal storage in space heating applica-
tion. Cooling was not considered.
The storage tank is a cylinder with two heat exchanger
tubes, one from the collector and one from the heat pump.
The tubes are situated on the centerline of the cylinder.
Calculations for the storage tank are performed with the
resistance method. In order to avoid freezing of the
storage tank from the outside during the winter, the tank
is buried and placed at a location with a distance z to the
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surface, where z is the largest freezing depth of the soil
during the year. In this way the storage tank even
receives heat from the soil; an effect which is also known
from heat pumps with ground coils.
The heat losses of the house are calculated with the
degree-day-method [14], A loss coefficient-area
(UA) = 463 W/K was chosen. It is assumed that the house
has no capacity at all to store heat not even for short
periods. For the heat pump an efficiency of 0.3 was chosen.
Collector calculations were performed as shown in [14]
with collector data from Fig. 7.7.1 of [14]. Meteorological
data were taken also from [14] Appendix G for a site in
Madison, Wisconsin.
For the control sys tern of the house it was decided
that water from the collector is passed through the radia-
tors of the house whenever the temperature of the water
leaving the collector is higher than a minimum temperature
of 35 C and heating of the house is necessary. If the tem-
perature of the water from the collector is less than the
minimum temperature, the inlet to the radiators at A (Fig.
6.1) is closed and the heat is used for energy storage (by
melting the ice in the storage tank) as long as the tem-
o
perature of the fluid is above 0 C. Whenever the collector
power is not enough for space heating, the use of the heat
pump is prefered for additional heat supply rather than
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using external energy from a power plant or a conventional
furnace.
The program simulates the heating system during one
year. It starts calculating in April and assumes that the
storage tank is filled by a frozen fraction F = 0.99.
Approximately the same number was obtained at the end of
the year. Iteration is necessary to calculate the elements
of the system because the calculation result from one ele-
ment has an impact also on performance calculation of other
element s.
































Heat pump efficiency 0.3
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6.2 Results
The energy necessary for heating the house over the
period of one year is Q = 47.7 10 kWh. Table 6.2 shows the
influence of different porous media on the performance of
the system. This influence is documented by the ratio of
auxiliary energy and total energy necessary to heat the
house. Auxiliary energy 0 is needed to drive the heat
aux
pump or to heat the house directly. Table 6.2 shows further
values of the quality criteria for horizontal melting.
Table 6.2 Results from simulation program compared
with quality values for horizontal melting.
aux.





















































































The simulation showed that the storage tank was too small
for the beads. Already in the early summer the PCM in the
tank was thawed and no more heat storage was possible. In
case of the shavings, the PCM was thawed in September or
November. When pure water was used, a frozen fraction of
about 0.1 remained. The problem was to thaw the frozen mass
from the previous winter with a reasonable collector size.
Table 6.2 shows that quality criteria can give hints for
storage design. However, the simple multiplication of
energy density, Q"'» and performance factor, pf , yields






Figure 6. 1 Schematic of the modeled house for simula-
tion of latent heat storage in real applica-
t ion.
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CHAPTER 7 - CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7 • 1 Conclusions
No formula was found which predicted the conductivity
correctly, but a simple apparatus was described to measure
the conductivity.
Shavings used as porous media enhance the performance of a
storage tank because they
o
- keep the nucleation temperature T close to 0 C and
avoid subcooling even at freezing temperatures only
slightly below fusion temperature
- increase the apparent conductivity of the liquid and
solid phase
- increase the performance factor pf and therefore
increase the added or removed heat rate
- reduce the energy density only very little due to the
high porosity.
From the experiments it can be concluded that the optimum
porosity $ for a LHTES with water as PCM should be between
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0.6 and 0.9, where a value of about 0.6 is appropriate for
high heat rates that have to be added or removed. A value
of about 0.9 should be chosen when energy density is more
important than heat transport. A porous medium with a high
conductivity yields the best results. However, the conduc-
tivity of the water-metal or ice-water mixture does not
increase proportionally with an increase of the metal con-
ductivity. Hence it can be economical to use a cheaper
metal and to increase the heat transfer rate by other
means.
When the conductivity is known from any experiment
freezing in a tube-in-shell heat exchanger can be calcu-
lated from the NTU-method. For melting, on the other hand,
the effective conductivity has to be known from experiments
with a scale model; and this procedure is only valid for
turbulent flow in the melt region.
7.2 Recommendations
Further research should address three problems:
1. Find an accurate formula to predict the conductivity
of a mixture consisting of a PCM and a porous medium.
2. Find a calculation method for the melting process of
ice filling the voids of a porous medium.
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3. Perform experiments with tube-in-shell heat exchangers
and determine the accuracy of the NTU-method and the
resistance method.
The procedure for 2. would be as follows:
- Calculate heat transfer due to free convection in an
enclosure filled only with the PCM ($=1.0).
- Account for the obstructions of the porous medium.
(Introduce the permeability of the porous medium).
- Account for the enlargement of the liquid region when
melting progresses and its influence on free convec-
tion.
- Account for the irregular shape of the fusion front
which is formed due to convection when melting
proceeds.
L I S T 0 F R E F E R E N C E S
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Appendix A. Experimental Data










phi = i. OOO
DISTILLED WATER
va = ####•*# mm
rhom~ *#•**##•*# kg/m#*J
cm ~ ##•*###•*# J/kg#K




initial temperature of liquid phase











total time for freezing: tt = 42.3 min
CONDUCTIVITY for solid phase at Tsm = -9. 3 C
ksm= 2. 16 W/m«-K
























Q' "= 0. 325e-K>9 J/m**3
p F - 2. 29 W/m*K
& = 0. 743e+09 J*W/m»*4*K
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phi =-- 1. 000
DISTILLED WATER
va = ****** mm
rhom= ******** kg/m**2
cm = ******** J/kg*K




initial temperature of liquid phase











total time for freezing: tt = 65. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for solid phase at Tsm = -6. O C
*************************
* ksm= 2. 18 W/m*K *
*************************
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phi = 1. OOQ
DISTILLED WATER
va = ****** mm
rhorn- ******** kg/m##2
cm - ******** J/kg#K




initial temperature of liquid phase
average temperature of solid phase
total time for freezing: tt = 235. O min
CONDUCTIVITV for solid phase at Tsm = -2. O C
*************** *** *******









































































no metal only DISTILLED WATER
phi = 1. OOO
va = ****** mm
rhom= ******** kg/m**2
cm - ******** J/kg*K
FREEZINC in a HORIZONTAL cylinder
temperature of bath :
ambient temperature :
average wall temperature :
initial temperature of liquid phase:
average temperature of solid phase :
Tb = -15. O C
Tsur- 21. O C
Tu*> a= -11.5 C
Ti = O. 3 C
Tsm a -5. 7 C
total time for freezing: tt = 69. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for solid phase at Tsm - -5. 7 C
*************************
* ksm= 2. 15 W/m*K *
*************************
























Q" '= 0. 325ê O9
p f = 2. 28
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t i rne SM i n .










phi « 1. OOO
DISTILLED WATER
va ~ #*#•*•*•* mm
rhom= #•*•*##•*•*# kg/m#*2
cm = #•*•*##•*•*# J/kg*K




initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase
total time for melting: tt * 36. O min











kef f= 1. 76 W/m*K
klm= O. 58 W/m#K









































no metal only DISTILLED WATER
phi = 1. OOO
va = ****** mm
rhom= ******** kg/m**2
cm ~ ******** J/kg*K




initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase
total time for melting: tt » 25. O min











kef f= 2. 64 W/m*K
*************************
* klm= O. 58 W/m*K *
*************************








km = ****** W/m*K













Q' "= 0. 348e4-09 J/m**3
pf = 3. OO W/m*K
s = 0. !O5e+lO J*W/m**4*K
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no metal only DISTILLED WATER
phi = 1. OOO
va = ****** mm
rhom= ******** kg/m**2
cm ~ ******** J/kg*K
MELTING in a VERTICAL cylinder
temperature of bath .............. : Tb » 1C. O C
ambient temperature .............. : Tsur- 21. O C
average wall temperature ......... : Tw> a= 9. 6 C
initial temperature of solid phase : Tl = -O. 3 C
average temperature of liquid phase: Tim = 4. 8 C
total time for melting: tt = 177. 0 min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim = 4. 8 C
kef f= i. OO W/m*K
*************************
* klm= O. 58 W/m*K *

























Q' ' 'a 0. 348e+O9 J/m**3
pf a 1. 14 W/m*K
s a o. 396e+O9 J*W/m**4*K
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no metal only DISTILLED WATER
phi = 1. 000
va « #*#*•*# mm
rhorn^ **#*#«*#•* kg/m##2
cm ~ ###*###•* J/fcg*K




initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase
total time for melting: tt = 126. O min











kef f= 1. 43 W/m#K
klm= O. 59
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phi = 1. OOO
DISTILLED WATER
va = *#*##•* mm
rhom= ##*##### kg/m**2
cm ~ *•***###* J/kg#K
FREEZING in a VERTICAL cylinder
temperature of bath :
ambient temperature :
average wall temperature :
initial temperature of liquid phase:
average temperature of solid phase :
Tb = -15. O C
Tsur= 19. O C
Tui> a» -11.5 C
Ti « 19. O C
Tsm = -5. 8 C
total time for freezing: tt = 71. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for solid phase at Tsm = -5. 8 C
k sm= 2. O8 W/m*K
























Q' " = 0. 325e+O9 J/m**3
pf = 2.21 W/m*K
s = 0. 718ê O9 J*W/m**4*K
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phi = 1. OOO
DISTILLED WATER
va ~ ###*#•* mm
rhom= #####•*•*•* kg/m#*2
specific heat: cm = ##•**#•*•*# J/kg*K




initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase
total time for melting: tt = 4Q. Q min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim = 13. 4 C











klm= O. 69 W/m*K
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no metal only DISTILLED WATER
phi « 1. OOO
va s= #####•«. mm
rhom= ######•*•* kg/m*#2
cm = ######## j/fcg*K
MELTING in a HORIZONTAL cylinder-
temperature of bath .............. : Tb = 3O. O C
ambient temperature .............. : Tsur= 21. O C
average Mail temperature ......... : Tui> a— 25. 7 C
initial temperature of solid phase : Ti = -15. O C
average temperature of liquid phase: Tim = 12.9 C
total time for melting: tt = 3O. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim = 12. 9 C
kef f= 2. 2O W/m*K
klm= O. 76
compare with these conductivities at Tim5* 12.9 C
km s ###### W/m#K
kh2o = O. 58 W/m*K
kser « O. 58 W/m*K
kpar = 0. 58 W/m*K
kemp = O. 58 W/m*K









energy density Q'"= 0. 348e-*-O9 J/m**3
performance factor pf = 2. 51
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specific h e ft t
ALUMINUM
phi = O. 424
BEADS> diameter: 3. 2mm
ve ~ O. OOO5 mm
T horn- 2702. O kg/m##2
cm ~ 88O. 0 J/kg*K
FREEZING in a VERTICAL cylinder
temperature of beth .............. : Tb = -15. O C
ambient temperature .............. : Tsur^ 23. O C
average u^all temperature ......... : TUJ> a= —5. 4 C
initial tempei-ature of liquid phase: Ti = 0. 3 C
average temperature of solid phase : Tsm = -2.7 C
total time for- fi-eezing: tt = 7.2 min
CONDUCTIVITY for solid phase at Tsm = -2.7 C
sfli- 43, 7 J W/m«-K
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phi ~ O. 424
BEADS* diameter: 3. 2mm
vs ' O. 5333 mm
rhoro- 2702. 0 kg/m#*2
t.m ;-• 38O. O J/kg*K




initial temperature of solid phase











total time for melting: it = 7. 5 min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim = 6. 2 C
kef P= 1Q. 4? W/m*K
fcl/ii= 18.42




















energy density : $''' = 0. 161e+O9
performance factor: pf =• 9.71
storage factor : & = 0 . 157e-^lO
100 .0
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phi - O. 424
BBADB> diameter: 3.2mm
va - O. 5333 mm
rhoro- 2702. 0 kg/m*#2
cm ~ 380. O J/kg*K
MELTING in a HORIZONTAL cylinder
temperature of bath ..............
ambient temperature ..............
average wall temperature .........
initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase: Tim =
total time for melting: tt = 7.5 min











= 16. 07 W/m*K











































































phi ~ 0. 939
SPIRALS #1, 0. 5mm X O. O5m
va - O. Q231 mm
rhorn- 2700. 0 kg/m#*2
cm - S8O. O J/kg*K
FREE ZINC in a VERTICAL cylinder
temperature of bath .............. : Tb = -25. O C
ambient tempei-ature .............. : Tsur= 22. O C
average wall temperature ......... : Tw> a= -17. 1 C
initial temperature of liquid phase: Ti = 0. 7 C
average temperature of solid phase : Tsm = -8.5 C
total time for freezing: tt = 36. O min
CONDUCT IVITV for solid phase at Tsm = -8. 5 C
k s 2. 76 W/m*K


















































E :< p P r 3 m i? n I
metal : ALUMINUM
porosity : phi ~ 0 739
discribtion : SPIRALS #i, O. 5mm X O. O5m
vol. /art?a : vo '• O. O231 mm
density : rhow- 2700. 0 kg/m##2
specific heat: cm ~~ 38O. O J/kg#K
MELTIMS i n a VLR11CAL cylinder
temperature o f: b^th : Tb = 30. O C
ambient temperature : Tsur= 22. O C
average u^ali temperature : Tu*> a= 26. 1 C
initial temperature of solid phase : Ti = -0.7 C
average temperature of liquid phase: Tim = 13. O C
total time f'o?- melting: tt = 32. O min
CONDUCTIVITY POT- liquid phase at Tim = 13. O C
keff= P. O4 W/m«-K
0. 69 W/mK-K









k ser =• O. 59
fepsi- = 2. 24
k e m p = O. 62 W/m*K
k g i ? o = O. 59 W/m#K
V e i n b e r g kve in - O. 6O
energy density
performane e fac tor
storage factor
Q' ' f- 0.
p f = 2. 29
s s= O. 79Oe^-O9
CM
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MELTIWe in a HORIZONTAL cylinder
temperature of bath :
ambient temperature :
average ujail temperature :
initial temperature of solid phase :
average temperature of liquid phase:








































Q" '= 0. 345e-K>9
pf = 3.35
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melt ing hor izontal
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phi =* O. 9O3
SPIRALS #2> 5.84mm X O. 15









initial tempei-ature of liquid phase
average temperature of solid phase
Tb = -13. O C
Tsur- 22. O C
Tw> a= -9. 4 C
Ti = 1. O C
Tsm = -4. 7 c
total time for Freezing: tt = 35. O min
CONDUCTIVITY For solid phase at Tsm = -4. 7 C
ir-K- K-^
5. 17 W/m*K








km = 155. OO
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E x p er i men t # 19
metal
porosity





phi - O. 9O3
SPIRALS #2, 5.34mm X O. 15
va - O. O743 mm
rhom~- 2700. O kg/m##2
cm = 380. O J/kg*K




initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase
total t ime POT m e l t i n g :
Tb = 30. O C
Tsur= 22. 0 C
Tu»> a= 25. 2 C
Ti = -0. 6 C
Tim = 12. 6 C
tt = 2O. O min
CONDUCTIVITY Pur liquid phase at Tim = 12. 6 C
fcef f"= D. 37
felro- 1. GB































































Exper imen t 41 2O
metal : ALUMINUM
porosity : phi =
description : SPIRALS
vol. /a7*ea : va — O.
density : ^horn-






MELTING in a HORIZONTAL cylinder
temperature of bath : Tb = 3O. O C
ambient tempei-ature : Tsur35 22. O C
average wall temperature : Tw* a= 23. 9 C
initial temperature of solid phase : Ti = —0.3 C
average temperature of liquid phase: Tim = 12. O C
total time fov mrltinq: tt = 16. O min
CONDUCT IVI TV Pov liquid phase at Tim « 12. O C
kef F^ 4. 4*.

















= 12. O C
energy density : Q
performance factor: p1
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phi - O. 974
SPIRALS #3, 0. Q5QSmm X
ve - O. G252 mm
Thorn- 27QO. O kg/m#*2
cm =-,- BSO. O J/fcg*K




initial temperature of liquid phase











total time for freezing: tt = 46. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for solid phase at Tsm = -4. 6 C
4. O3






















1 "« 0. 317e+O9
- = 4. 17
= 0. 132e + 10
100.0 tt £j ALUMINUM^CURLS
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o .000
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phi = O. 974
SPIRALS $3> 0. O5O8mm
va - O. O252 mm
rhom= 2700. 0
cm - 380. O J/kg*K
X 5.




initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase
total time for- melting: tt = 21. O min











kef f= 3. 15 «/m*K
*
































































phi = O. 974
SPIRALS #3, 0. O5O3mm X
va = O. O252 mm
rhom=- 270Q. O kg/m#*2
cm = G8O. O J/kg*K
MELTING in a HORIZONTAL cylinder
temperature of- bsth : Tb = 30. O C
ambient temperature : Tsur= 22. O C
average wall temperature : Tw* a= 24. 2 C
initial temperature of solid phase : Ti = -0.5 C
average tempei-ature of liquid phase: Tim = 12. 1 C
total time foi- melting: tt ~ 19.0 min
CONDUCTIVITY For liquid phase at Tim « 12. 1 C
kef f^ 3. 7O
. 73

























Q" '= 0. 34OC+O9



















0 . 0 0 0 4
tt 23 ALUMINUM^CURLS
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phi ~ O. 532
BF-AJ)S> diameter: 12mm
va ~ 2. OOOO mm
T-boro- 27O2. O kg/m##2
cm ~ 88O. O J/kg#K
FREEZINC in a VERTICAL cylinder
temperature of bath : Tb = —14. Q C
ambient temperature : Tsur^ 24. O C
average u^a l l t empera ture : TUJ> a32 —6. O C
initial temperature of liquid phase: Ti = 2. 5 C
average temperature of solid phase : Tsm = —3. O C
total time for freezing: tt = 9. 5 min
CONDUCTIVITY for solid phase at Tsm = -3. O C
fr-Fr K- fc-frtr Z-&& tt-K- KK K- K-
29. G9








energy density : Q'''-
performance factor: pf =
storage factor : s =
k i c: e =
kpar =
k c^mp -












































E. :< p er i men t # 2 v?
metal : ALUMINUM
porosity : phi ~ O. 532
description : Bf-AI>S> diameter: 12mm
vol. /area : vi; - 2. OOOO mm
density : rhofli- 2702. O kg/m**2
specific heat: < m - 380. O J/hg*K
MELTING in a VERTICAL cylinder
temperature or hf.vv.h : Tb == 30. O C
ambient temperature : Tsur— 24. O C
average wall temperature : TUJ> a= 21. 9 C
initial temperature of solid phase : Ti = —0. 5 C
average temperature of liquid phase: Tim = 10.9 C
total time f;ov melting: tt ~ 6. O min
C DNDUC1 IV1TV P D r liquid phase at llm = 10. 9 C
*rtr•*!• & £• & £< ^tr K K-*r K-
^ k l m ~ J2 . 76
tr fr #### fr^r*:
compare with these conductivities at Tlm= 1O. 9 C
metal : km ~ ?2O. 00
water : kh2o - O. 58
series : fc &€V7- = 1. O9
parallel : fc»nr- = .tO3. 33
empirical : kemp - 9.35
geometrical: fcgeo - 1.78
Veinberg : fcvein- 3. 69
energy density
per for mane e f-ar tor
storage factor
Q'"- 0.
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phi ~ O. 532
BEADS* diameter: 12mm
va = 2. OOOO mm
rhom=^ 2702. O kg/m##2
cm ~ 8SO. O J/kg*K




initial temperature of solid phase











total time for melting: tt 6. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim = 1O. 1 C
kef f= 13. 97 W/m#K
= 13. 97 W/m*K








km = 220. 00 W/m*K
kh2o = O. 58 W/m*K
kser = 1. OS W/m*K
kpar « 1O3. 33 W/m*K
kemp = 9. 34 W/m*K
kgeo = 1. 77 W/m*K




Q' ' '« 0.
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phi = O. 940
SPIRALS; O. 5mm X 4mm
ve ~ O. 5OOO mm
rhoro- 8933. O kg/m**2
cm - 377. 2 J/kg*K




initial temperature of liquid phase
average temperature of solid phase
total time for freezing: tt = 29.0 min



























































D .000 5.000 10. DO 15.QD BO .00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 145.00 SO. 00
t ime^'min.










phi = 0. 940
SPIRALS; O. 5mm X 4mm
va - O. 5OOQ mm
rhom~ 8933. O kg/m##2
cm « 377. 2 J/kg*K
MELTING in a VERTICAL cylinder
temperature of bath : Tb = 30. O C
ambient temperature : Tsur35 22. O C
average wall temperature : Tw> a= 25. 7 C
initial temperature of solid phase : Ti = -0.5 C
average temperature of liquid phase: Tim » 12.8 C
total time for melting: tt « 22.0 min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim - 12. 8 C
kef f= 3. Ol W/m#K
1. 49 W/m*K
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phi = O. 940
SPIRALS; O. 5mm X 4mm
va ~ O. 50QO mm
rhom=- 8933. O kg/m**2
cm = 377. 2 J/kg*K
MELTING in a HORIZONTAL cylinder
temperature of bath .............. : Tb = 3O. O C
ambient temperature .............. : Tsur22 22. O C
average wall temperature ......... : Tw> a= 25. 3 C
initial temperature of solid phase : Ti = -0.5 C
average temperature of liquid phase: Tim = 12.6 C
total time for melting: tt « 17. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim « 12. 6 C
kef f= 3. 95 W/m*K
* 1. 61 W/m*K













































Q' "=* 0. 329e-K>9
p f = 4. 25
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0 . 0 0 0 *
00
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spec i fi c heat
CARTRIDGE BRASS
phi = O. 956
7OX Cu> 307. Zn> SPIRALS
VB - O. O4S4 mm
rhom= 3530. O kg/m##2
cm - 374. 6 J/kg*K




initial temperature of liquid phase
average temperature of solid phase
Tb = -15. O C
Tsur= 22. O C
Tui, a= -1O. 6 C
Ti « 1. 4 C
Tsm = -5. 3 C
total time for freezing: tt = 41. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for solid phase at Tsm = -5. 3 C
k sm~ 3. 93 W/m#K
























Q ' ' 'as Q 3^2
pf = 4.00
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10. o o H
30 BRASS
0. 000
D .000 5.000 10 .00 13 .00 20.00 25.00 30.00 25.00 «*0 .00 45.00 50.00
t i me '"ro i n .










phi = O. 956
7OX Cu, 3O% Zn; SPIRALS
va ~ O. 0484 mm
rhom= 853Q. O kg/m#*2
cm = 374. 6 J/kg*K




initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase
total time for melting: tt = 28. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim = 13. 3 C





































Q' ' '= 0. 334e4-O9
pf = 2.49
5 = 0 . 833e^O9
100 .0
* 31 BRASS
o . o a o
0.000 5.000 10.00 15.00 SO .00 25.00 30.00 25.00 HO .00 45.00 150.00











phi = 0. 956
70% Cu> 307. Zn> SPIRALS
va « o. O484 mm
rhom= 8530. O kg/m**2
cm = 374. 6 J/kg*K




initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase
Tb = 30. 0 C
Tsur= 22. O C
Tw> a= 26. 4 C
Ti = -0. 8 C
Tim = 13. 2 C
total time for melting: tt « 22. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim = 13. 2 C
kef f= 2. 93 W/m*K
klm= 1. 28 W/m*K
























G" '= 0. 334ê 09 J/m**3
pf = 3. 2O W/m*K
s = 0 . !O7e+lO J*W/m**4*K
100 .0
32 BRftSS
o . o o o
D .000 5.000 10.00 15.00 20.00 25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 M5.00 50.00
t ime/min.










phi = O. 959
AISI 3O4> SPIRALS; O. 1mm
va = O. O484 mm
rhom- 79OO. O kg/m*#2
cm = 456. 8 J/kg*K




initial temperature of liquid phase











total time for freezing: tt = 56. O min
CONDUCTIVITY For solid phase at Tsm = -6. O C
# ksm= 2. 54 W/m#K
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phi = O. 959
AISI 3O4> SPIRALS; O. imm
va ~ O. O4S4 mm
rhom~ 7900. O kg/m##2
cm =̂  456. 8 J/kg*K
MELTING in a VERTICAL cylinder
temperature of bath : Tb = 3O. O C
ambient temperature : Tsur= 24. O C
average wall temperature : Tw> a= 28. 7 C
initial temperature of solid phase : Ti = -0.9 C
average temperature of liquid phase: Tim = 14.3 C
total time for melting: tt = 3O. O min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim = 14. 3 C
keffa 1. 77 U/m*K
O. 92 W/m*K

























Q'" = 0. 335e+09
pf = 2. 16
















phi = O. 959
AISI 3O4; SPIRALS; O. imm
va - O. O4S4 mm
rhom- 79OO. O kg/m##2
cm =• 456. 8 J/kg*K




initial temperature of solid phase
average temperature of liquid phase
Tb = 3O. 0 C
Tsur= 24. O C
Tu»> a= 26. 4 C
Ti = -O. 3 C
Tim - 13. 2 C
total time for melting: tt = 23.0 min
CONDUCTIVITY for liquid phase at Tim « 13. 2 C
kef f= 2. OO W/m*K
1. O8 W/m*K

























Q' ' '= 0. 335ê O9 J/m**3
p f = 3. 07
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Appendix B includes the derivations of Eq. 5.2.2.2,
5.2.2.3, and 5.2.2.4.
As long as the fusion fronts are not in contact the
frozen fraction is
vall
The total volume for phase change V n l (see Fig. Appendix
all
B) in a triangular unit of the tube bank is the area of the
triangle V times the depth 1 without the volume of the
tubes V . The areas related to V and V are shown in
tube A all
Fig. App.B
VA =| L L sin 60° 1 = ~ 31/2 L2 1
1 2
V . = - R IT!
tube 2
V = V - V
all A tube
The ac tua l f r o z e n vo lume is
1 2 1 2
V ( t ) = - r nl - ~ R icl
Substituting V(t) and V into the definition for thea x x
frozen fraction
Vall ' 31/2 L2 _ R2~ L R
and solving for r
182
7 T 2 — 1/2
r = R ( t ^ ( ) - 1] F + 1 )1X/ (5.2.2.3)
L
The fusion fronts meet at r = thus
1 T 2 n2
_ T L ~ R
Fm . = -rys- (5.2.2.2)meet - 1 / L «
T _ p
L R
After the fusion fronts make contact with one another, the
calculation is continued for inward freezing. The frozen
fraction is now
all v




and the a c t u a l f r o z e n volume is
2 2
V = R Til - r nl
V V
where r is the radius of the assumed cylindrical fusion
v
front which contains the same volume as the actual unfrozen
part in the heat exchanger.
i - vall - v(t)






V V- a l l _ V ( t ) _aljU




substituting V yields finally Eq. 5.2.2.4,
3. JL -L
Figure B.I Volumes in a triangular unit of staggered
tubes•
